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This volume consists of extended versions of papers published in the proceedings
of the Conference on Automated Deduction (CADE) in 1996. CADE is the prin-
cipal conference of the Association for Automated Reasoning (AAR). The extended
papers to be found here were selected from the authors’ submissions after a further
reviewing process. In topic, outlook, and style, they represent a fair sample of the
research reported in CADE’96 and so a snapshot of research in the automated
reasoning community at that time.
The CADE held in New Brunwick in 1996 was a historically significant event for
the AAR. The conference was the last of the large biennial CADEs and the first in
the current annual series. It saw the start of CASC, the regular theorem-proving
competition which has since done much to impose standards on implementation
work in the area. It was also part of the first Federated Logic Conference, to be
followed by those in Trento, Italy (1999) and in Copenhagen (forthcoming in
2002). This brought CADE together with three other conferences on applied logic:
the IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, the Conference on Automatic
Verification, and that on Rewriting Techniques and Applications. The conference
on Computational Logic and the International Joint Conference on Automated
Reasoning (forthcoming in 2001) have gone on to link automated deduction with
logic programming and with other related conferences on tableau methods and on
first-order theorem proving. Thus CADE’96 was involved in the first of many
conference combinations aimed at addressing the perceived splintering of the field
in the 1990s.
Some splintering might have occurred anyway, under the pressure of increasing
specialisation, but its speed and extent have been both cause and effect of much
hand-wringing about the state of automated reasoning and its flagship conference
CADE. Conferences and workshops have proliferated, and one hears constantly of
diverging subcultures: besides the ‘‘logic programming community,’’ the ‘‘hardware
verification community,’’ and the like, there are now a ‘‘rewriting community,’’
a ‘‘proof planning community,’’ and even ‘‘the TABLEAUX community.’’ For-
tunately, many of us move easily between these, so there is still a high degree of
interpenetration, but it is an instructive fact that researchers in automated reason-
ing increasingly find it natural to identify with a specific interest group rather than
with the broader discipline. Unsurprisingly, there are those in such groups who feel
alienated from CADE and the AAR, and those inside the AAR who are disturbed
at the way CADE seems to have diminished and even marginalised itself in recent
years.
The discipline of automated reasoning, or computational logic, is undoubtedly
going through a period of change characterised by realignment of its subdisciplines.
Moreover, participation in CADE has declined markedly since 1996. While there
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are external drivers such as funding difficulties in the United States, the end
of the Schwerpunkt on deduction in Germany, and the worldwide drift towards
application-driven research, it is easy to see the pain associated with this period of
change as to some extent self-inflicted. However, a volume such as the present one offers
a convincing refutation of one common charge: that CADE has brought troubles
upon itself by exclusivity, by narrowing its focus and denying a voice to research
outside the focus area. A glance through the contents of this volume reveals no such
narrowing. Here are papers on tableaux, on mechanising mathematical induction,
on complexity, verification, propositional reasoning including that in non-classical
systems, on model generation, and of course on proof search methods including the
injection of learning techniques from artificial intelligence into theorem proving. In
all of this, the classical CADE paper on ‘‘Yet Another Refinement of Resolution,
Validated by Experiments with TPTP’’ is notably absent. Such contributions,
valuable as they may be, are not in fact the staple fare of CADE, or at least were
not in 1996 when this sample was taken. Other notable absentees are the papers on
agent-based reasoning and on Internet applications which existed four years ago
but had not yet become as fashionable as they are now.
The most striking feature of this collection, then, is its diversity. The second
feature common to these papers is a sense of progress being made. These are not
merely incremental contributions, or routine applications of well-worn techniques
to slightly different domains; every paper here represents in its own way a little
breakthrough. On this evidence, automated reasoning, far from being in crisis, is in
a state of rude health. It is a great pleasure to present these papers, individually for
the scientific advances they record and collectively as an antidote to gloom: the field
is manifestly flourishing, and CADE is characterised by a heterogeneity and open-
ness at odds with the misperception to which I have alluded above. I am proud to
have edited such a collection.
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